
[TRANS makes a sound of exasperation and disgust] 
 

ANTIFA LEADER 
We can set fire to those if they do. 
 

PASTAFARIAN 
Hopefully a couple of cops will get caught in the flames with those xenophobic homophobes. 
 

[ANTIFA LEADER and MEMBERS loudly approve] 
 

KAYLA 
I heard… 

 [Everyone quiets down] 
I heard they’re not going to do any of that, but— 

 
PASTAFARIAN 

Oh, they’ll do it anyway, whether they’re planning it or not. It always happens. 
 

ANTIFA LEADER 
Let her finish. 

 
KAYLA 

I heard that they plan to distribute buttons [she slightly laughs] that say “it’s ok to be white.” 
 

 [TRANS boo’s while FEMINIST groans in disbelief] 
 

FEMINIST 
Ugh! Are you kidding? 

 
KAYLA 

That’s just what I heard. So nothing violent. 
 

ANTIFA LEADER 
Violent? No. It’s far worse.  
 

INTERNET TROLL 
Fall 2017, 4chan.org. Let’s put “it’s ok to be white” stickers everywhere and watch lefties and 
the media freak out! Then boom! normies will realize the left hates white people! 

 
ANTIFA LEADER 

That phrase was started by a bunch of trolls on 4chan to promote this false idea of “white 
victimhood” just to get a reaction. 

 
 [INTERNET TROLL points at himself in disbelief as 

ANTIFA LEADER says “trolls on 4chan”] 
 
 
 

ANTIFA LEADER SIDE 

START 



INTERNET TROLL 
[in a high, squeaky voice] Me? [to KAYLA] Vancouver, Washington, November 2017: Group 
hangs “it’s ok to be white” banner right next to sign honoring Ethiopian immigrant and 
university student who was beaten to death by Neo-Nazis. 
 

ANTIFA LEADER  
That phrase might not threaten people immediately, but it is still threatening. It threatens 
peace, it threatens progress; it threatens hope, and unity, and the safety of those who can 
never claim white privilege.   

 
INTERNET TROLL 

David Duke adopts and promotes the phrase “it’s ok to be white!” 
 

KAYLA 
I…I didn’t know they used it to excuse hate and violence. Violence is never the answer. 

 
[the others nod and agree] 

 
[KAYLA slowly turns her MAGA hat around so it’s 

facing backwards] 
 

INTERNET TROLL 
[to KAYLA] 

Unapologetically Black! Latino and Proud! Honored to be Asian! Proud to be Muslim! 
[quietly and carefully] 

It’s okay to be white? 
 

[INTERNET TROLL exits as KAYLA reaches up to 
her MAGA hat. She starts to turn it back around, 

but stops at ANTIFA LEADER’s next line] 
 

ANTIFA LEADER 
Well now you know; it’s good that you’re learning. Everything the Right does is an excuse for 
hate and violence. 
 

[KAYLA fixes her hat on backwards] 
 

PASTAFARIAN 
And then they build monuments to their hate and call it “history.” 

 
FEMINIST 

There’s that pioneer statue [she gestures to BENT] on campus that needs to be taken down!  
 

[all ANTIFA MEMBERs loudly agree] 
 

[As FEMINIST speaks, INTERNET TROLL enters scooting in on a chair dressed as The Pioneer 
Mother wearing a pioneer apron and bonnet, 

END 


